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e are excited to share the fall edition of the Seasonal Dish!
This issue celebrates the anniversaries of 13 members
and shares fun facts about our Network’s newest leaders.
I encourage you to ask Amy Marvin, the new CEO of the Hawaii Foodbank,
about her favorite exhibit at the Bishop Museum; Cathy Kanefsky, the new
CEO of the Food Bank of Delaware, about merging several organizations
under one mission; and Molly Nicol, the new CEO of the Regional Food
Bank of Northeastern New York, about her time working in a cemetery—
it will surprise and delight you!
And of course, we are also featuring stories by, for and about YOU!
This edition highlights stories of new partnerships and collaborations.
Inside you will hear colleagues describe new high-tech agricultural
partners and community-based collaborations that are changing the
way we think about agency networks. We also hear how new partners
are helping us solve complex logistical challenges such as home delivery
and disaster response.
Thank you to the many members who took the time to share these
exciting accounts. We are grateful to the Better Together Advisory
Committee who helped select this edition’s spotlighted features. I hope
these stories spark ideas, connections and dialogues among your staff
and colleagues across our Network. Enjoy!
With gratitude,

Kathryn Strickland
Chief Network Officer (CNO)
FEEDING AMERICA
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Congratulations

nniversaries

TO THE FOOD BANKS CELEBRATING
ANNIVERSARIES OF SERVICE THIS QUARTER!
AMERICA’S
SECOND
HARVEST
OF COASTAL
GEORGIA, INC.
SAVANNAH, GA

40 YEARS!

40
YEA RS

“For 40 years, we’ve been leading the effort to end hunger
in Coastal Georgia. To say we have grown immensely
over the past four decades would be an understatement.
Our organization has expanded from humble beginnings
out of the back of a pickup truck, to the creation of the
nationally recognized Kids Cafe program, to providing
more than 25.5 million pounds of food to those in
need. This past year has definitely been one of the
most challenging in our 40-year history, but it has
also reinforced the importance of the work we do in our
community. We are truly grateful for the support we
have received from Feeding America, our donors and
our partner agencies through all these years.”
Mary Jane Crouch
Executive Director

FEEDING THE
GULF COAST
THEODORE, AL

40 YEARS!

“What began as a humble call to serve those in need in Mobile and Baldwin
counties in 1981, has grown over the years to reach 24 counties across south
Mississippi, south Alabama and the Florida Panhandle. Forty years later,
Feeding the Gulf Coast continues to serve the more than 430,000 individuals
facing hunger throughout our service area. Envisioning a hunger-free central
Gulf Coast, our work continues to evolve and grow, with facility expansions,
advocacy for local policy changes around federal nutrition programs, and
community education regarding local hunger. We are honored to serve our
communities and thankful for the partners who have supported us along
the way, including Feeding America, Feeding Florida, Alabama Food Bank
Association, and the many network food banks who assisted us during
times of disaster.”
Michael Ledger

CEO & President
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COMMUNITY
FOOD SHARE

nniversaries

LOUISVILLE, CO

40 YEARS!

“I look back on Community Food Share’s 40 years with both pride and
humility. I am proud of how our food bank’s service to the community
has not only been steadfast, but also resilient and innovative amid
monumental challenges like the Great Recession, natural disasters
and the pandemic. I am humbled by the countless employees, donors,
volunteers, program participants and partner organizations that have
made an impact in the lives of so many. My hope is that food insecurity
ends long before another four decades pass, but until that vision becomes
a reality, we will be here to nourish our neighbors and the community.”
Kim Da Silva

CEO

BLUE RIDGE AREA
FOOD BANK, INC.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

40 YEARS!

“Nearly 40 years ago, the Blue Ridge Area Food Bank’s founder,
Phil Grasty, opened our roll-up door to accept our first food donation—
a load of taco shells and chocolate sauce to go along with thousands
of pounds of cheese from the USDA. Called ‘a major experiment
in rural food banking’ by America’s Second Harvest at the time,
the food bank has since grown into a widely respected regional
charity with four distribution centers dotting central and
western Virginia. And, as with the rest of the Feeding America
Find out how
Network, the food we distribute is more diverse and much
healthier now than in our early days. Today, colleagues
BLUE RIDGE
AREA FOOD BANK
with backgrounds in dietetics, nutrition education and
IS CELEBRATING
public health, work alongside warehouse operations staff
THEIR BIG
to ensure our neighbors have access to the most nutritious
ANNIVERSARY!
food possible. All of us at Blue Ridge are grateful for our
dedicated colleagues, partners and donors who have brought
us this far and continue to help us ensure equitable access
to nutritious food for our neighbors in need.”
Michael McKee

CEO
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MOUNTAINEER
FOOD BANK

nniversaries

GASSAWAY, WV

40 YEARS!

Mountaineer
FoodBank

Chad Morrison
Executive Director

THE FOOD BANK
OF WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS
HATFIELD, MA

40 YEARS!

“Mountaineer Food Bank is thrilled to be celebrating
our 40th anniversary this September to commemorate
four decades of feeding our neighbors in need. We’re
proud that we’ve been feeding our communities since
1981 and will continue to work every day to ensure
West Virginians have food on the table. As we celebrate
our past, we’re also compelled to think about the future.
We know there’s plenty more work to be done, but
together we can continue the fight against hunger
while developing new approaches for sustainable
change for years to come.”

“The Food Bank of Western Massachusetts began operating
40 years ago in the back of a local church with a few helping
hands from the community. Today, we partner with 170+ food
pantries and meal sites, and operate our own 77 direct-tohousehold Mobile Food Bank and Brown Bag: Food for Elders
sites, to provide the equivalent of more than 12 million meals
annually to more than 100,000 individuals every month.
We believe that everyone has the right to healthy food
regardless of their circumstances. Given the many interrelated underlying causes of hunger and food insecurity, we
also undertake public education and policy advocacy, SNAP
outreach and enrollment as well as provide wrap-around
social service referrals to patients at hospitals and health care
centers. Two years ago, we purchased our second Food Bank
Farm. We now partner with three organic farmers who provide
us with about 150,000 pounds of fresh vegetables every year as
well as an equal amount to local schools to feed at-risk youth.
This year, we launched on the newest farm our own no-till
pilot demonstration for youth and volunteers to learn about
sustainable farming, the local farm economy and
food insecurity.
To expand and deepen our impact for decades to come, we have
launched a capital campaign to build our future, larger and
greener food distribution center and headquarters closer to
our largest and most ethnically diverse population center. Our
founders probably never imagined the extent of food insecurity
we now face. We are committed to advancing our mission to feed
our neighbors in need AND lead the community to end hunger.”
Andrew Morehouse
Executive Director
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THE FOOD BANK
FOR CENTRAL
AND NORTHEAST
MISSOURI
COLUMBIA, MO

40 YEARS!

“We hold tremendous pride at The Food Bank for
Central & Northeast Missouri in reaching our
40th anniversary. It is hard to believe we’ve gone
from 68,000 pounds of food distributed in our first
year to over 30 million pounds annually today as
a member of the Feeding America Network. The
milestone is a testament to not only our hard work
but also the incredible support of our communities
for which we are so grateful.”
Lindsay Lopez
President & CEO

SECOND HARVEST
HEARTLAND
BROOKLYN PARK, MN

20 YEARS!

“At Second Harvest Heartland, we work to end hunger through partnerships,
which is how we got our start 20 years ago with the merging of two Twin
Cities food banks. Today, we support a network of 360 food shelves and
nearly 1,000 partner programs across 59 counties; advocate for the policies
and programs that work to end hunger; and collaboratively innovate through
our FOODRx and Minnesota Central Kitchen initiatives.
Every day in this work is mission-critical, and we feel that today perhaps
more so than in our past 20 years. But we can, and will, end hunger together.”

Allison O’Toole
CEO

NORTHEAST
IOWA FOOD BANK

WATERLOO, IA

40 YEARS!

“In 1981, when the food bank was formed, no one ever thought the organization
would be around very long. Unfortunately, for the many in northeast Iowa,
they still need our support. We are proud to partner with government,
businesses, churches, foundations, Feeding America, member agencies and
the community at large to reduce food waste and provide food and other
resources to many who need our help, for whatever reason that may be. People
facing hunger have always, and will always, be our focus as we continue to
strive to ensure that all people in northeast Iowa have access to food.”
Barbara Prather

Executive Director
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“Mid-South Food Bank has come a long way
since 1981. In the past four decades, we’ve grown
to include more than 350 partner agencies and
distributed nearly 400 million pounds of food
throughout our 31-county service area. Over
320,000 children, adults and seniors rely on the
food bank to have enough nutritious food to
live a healthy life.

MID-SOUTH
FOOD BANK
MEMPHIS, TN

40 YEARS!

Mid-South Food Bank is lucky and blessed to
be located in such a generous community. From
our team at the food bank and partner agencies,
to our donors and volunteers, Mid-Southerners
are dedicated to improving the lives of our
neighbors in need.”
Cathy Pope
President & CEO

FOOD FINDERS
FOOD BANK, INC.
LAFAYETTE, IN

40 YEARS!

“Thank you, Feeding America, for recognizing our 40-year anniversary.
Food Finders began as a small grassroots organization and I am honored to
have been a part of the evolution and expansion of our organization. The growth
and professionalism we have achieved would not have been possible without
Feeding America, the Network, our staff, donors and volunteers. I am grateful to
my food bank colleagues and all the folks at Feeding America who have advised
us as we have expanded our facilities, added client services, and increased the
amount and quality of the food we distribute. We are poised to continue our
growth and better serve our clients in the years to come. I hope the next
40 years will see us working with the Network to eliminate hunger.”
Katy O’Malley Bunder

President/CEO
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New Type of Tech Partners to
Feed Central and Eastern Kentucky
GOD’S PANTRY FOOD BANK
LEXINGTON, KY

God’s Pantry Food Bank’s partnership with AppHarvest, a rapidly growing indoor farming
company, began in February 2021 when we received our first donation of tomatoes.
AppHarvest is building some of the world’s largest indoor farms and controlled-environment
farming facilities throughout Appalachia. For example, their flagship farm is 60 acres and
reliably produces tomatoes on the vine. Their combination of conventional agricultural
techniques and cutting-edge technology improves access to nutritious food year-round,
creating a more reliable food supply.
The first AppHarvest facility is located in Rowan County, Kentucky, and they have broken
ground on two additional facilities/indoor farms, nesting their operations in the heart of God’s
Pantry Food Bank’s service area. These AppHarvest facilities are designed with the planet in
mind. Using 100% recycled rainwater and the most energy-efficient hybrid lighting, AppHarvest
decreases harmful environmental impact and increases sustainable year-round crop growth.
With integrated pest management, beneficial insects are used to control the pest population
without chemical pesticides, and on-site beehives allow for natural pollination. All of this adds
up to a safer and healthier product that is easier on the environment than that produced by
other types of large-scale farming.
In our initial discussions with AppHarvest, we knew immediately that the MealConnect app was
the best way to manage large donations from this new ag partner—a partner that is founded
on new technology. With MealConnect, we know exactly how many pounds are being donated.
We can easily determine the size of truck that is needed and how many partner food pantries
can receive this fresh produce. Using technology, we ensure that the right amount of produce
reaches each pantry based on what they can reliably distribute, eliminating food waste and
getting as much fresh produce as we can onto the tables of families facing hunger.
» CONTINUE

READING
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Reexamining
Our Partnerships
and How We Work
Together
GREATER CHICAGO FOOD DEPOSITORY
CHICAGO, IL

In the early days of the pandemic, the Greater Chicago
Food Depository tracked data showing that the communities
disproportionately affected by COVID-19 were the very same
neighborhoods historically affected by hunger at significantly
higher rates than other parts of the city. The stark life and death
consequences of this long-term inequity demanded something
different from us.
We convened as a team to reexamine how we wanted to show
up in the community and what type of partnerships we wished
to cultivate. We started knocking on doors. Out in neighborhoods
where the need was the highest, we listened and we learned.
This boots-on-the-ground effort led us to the New Life Centers
of Chicagoland, a faith-based organization focused on youth
mentoring and gun violence prevention—not food distribution.
New Life was not a partner of ours prior to the pandemic despite
their location only a couple miles from our facility. They likely never
would have been without reevaluating our approach to fostering
equitable food access and building community. To deepen this
new relationship with New Life, we worked with them to launch
a pop-up food distribution and eventually awarded them a grant
to establish a food pantry that is set to open this fall.
New Life is just one example of new partnerships that we
have embraced during the pandemic. The Food Depository
has allocated a series of grants to new and existing partners
during the ongoing crisis. We are making these strategic
investments to make the emergency food system stronger
and more equitable for all our neighbors.
» CONTINUE
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Mutual Aid During Disaster
FEEDING TEXAS
AUSTIN, TX

When I first ventured into the strange and wonderful world of
food banking in 2012, as the CEO of Feeding Texas, a handful of
big names often seeped into the conversation: Katrina, Rita and Ike.
Wilma, Dennis and Sandy. At board meetings, in strategic planning
sessions and in crowded around hotel bars at Feeding America
conferences, food bankers would tell the tales of these fearsome
storms like ghost stories, huddled together for warmth, and forever
bound by the ties that such disasters forge.
Texas food banks are no stranger to disaster, having helped
Gulf Coast residents through Hurricane Harvey and supported
our neighbors in Louisiana following Hurricane Katrina—two of
the worst disasters in U.S. history. But it would be five years before
I got to witness this bond first-hand when Hurricane Harvey
barreled into Texas, causing catastrophic flooding and threatening
millions of people.
While the Houston Food Bank and five surrounding food banks
worked around the clock to get food and water to the flood victims,
Texas food banks outside of the disaster zone sent trucks of food,
water, supplies and staff to their sister food banks, and served
meals to evacuees in shelters across the state. Our network includes
17 Feeding America food banks and four Partner Distribution
Organizations (PDOs). Our members represent diverse and
unique communities across Texas, from small, rural towns to major
metropolitan areas, from ranching and farming hubs to technology
meccas and industrial border towns, with vast ethnic and racial
diversity in the clients each food bank serves.
The extent to which major disaster impacts our members also varies
greatly. While food banks out in West Texas rarely see rain, let alone
a flood (but brace themselves for wildfires), Gulf Coast food banks
take a big breath at the start of hurricane season every June and
don’t let down their guard until October.
» CONTINUE
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HelloFresh and Grand
Husky Logistics Partner
with North Texas Food Bank
to Distribute Meal Kits
NORTH TEXAS FOOD BANK
PLANO, TX

During Texas’s severe winter storm last year,
North Texas Food Bank forged a new
relationship with HelloFresh, America’s leading
meal kit company, and their delivery services
team at Grand Husky Logistics. This partnership
provided us with one of our largest food
donations this year—several truckloads of boxes
equivalent to approximately 25,000 complete
meal kits. Each HelloFresh meal kit contained all
the necessary fresh ingredients for families to
prepare meals at home. Grand Husky Logistics
and HelloFresh worked quickly to identify a
charity partner that could provide meal kits to
those who need it most: North Texans who are
facing hunger.
This food came at a critical time as the hunger crisis in North Texas was exacerbated by the
winter storm on top of the pandemic. The unprecedented weather event added to the strain
that many neighbors in need felt as people struggled to heat their homes and keep their families
fed. What made this partnership unique is that HelloFresh and Grand Husky Logistics were
able to donate packed and ready-made meal kits designed to feed a family. The food boxes
even contained recipes. This enabled us to rapidly respond to the needs of residents facing this
disaster because our team did not need to pack product—we could immediately send the meal
kits directly to where they were needed most.
“Our team and our Feeding Network have been working in disaster response mode for almost
a year now,” said Brad Stewart, Chief Operating Officer for the North Texas Food Bank.
“To experience this weather event on top of the COVID-19 pandemic was one of the most
challenging things we have faced as an organization focused on serving as many North Texans
as possible. As is so often the case, the community once again has stepped up with creative
ways to support us in getting food to those in need. We are incredibly grateful for this unique
partnership, and for the donors and our board member who helped to make this possible.”
» CONTINUE
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A Brand New
Way to Partner
With Retailers
NORTHERN ILLINOIS FOOD BANK
GENEVA, IL

QUESTIONS
we ask ourselves
and our neighbors
as we innovate on
our program and
distribution
models:

How can
we increase
awareness of
the charitable
food system?

How can we create
experiences so that
everyone innately
understands what
to expect?

We know through our work with
Feeding America and IDEO, a humancentered design firm, that there are
barriers that prevent neighbors from
How can
seeking help from food banks, including
we offer
groceries that
understanding, convenience, choice and
our neighbors
need and
stigma. At Northern Illinois Food Bank, we
want?
believe we can address each of these barriers
to provide a highly satisfying, neighbor-centric
charitable food experience. When we do this, we will be
able to serve even more neighbors, not only when they are most
in need, but throughout their journey from surviving to thriving.
However, we know for sure that we cannot do this alone.
That is why for the past three years we have been partnering
with local Walmart stores to create our online food pantry, My
Pantry Express. This click-and-collect model mirrors the online
grocery pick-up programs offered by Walmart and numerous
other retailers. We currently have 18 pick-up sites, of which six are
Walmart stores. In addition, we are also able to offer free delivery
weekly for our neighbors, thanks to DoorDash.
» CONTINUE
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How can we
normalize
receiving
groceries from
the food bank?

PARTNERSHIP

COLLABORATION

Partnering to Solve the
Challenges of Home Delivery
TARRANT AREA FOOD BANK
FORT WORTH, TX

Despite the different environments and demographics that food banks serve across the
U.S., discussing our responses to COVID-19 became a common ground for us. For the Tarrant
Area Food Bank (TAFB) in Fort Worth, Texas, it meant seeking unprecedented solutions, both
temporary and long-term, with community partners.
The primary goal was to reach those who we previously could not, and those who became
harder to reach because of the pandemic. For instance, local Senior Share partners were
forced to close their food distributions because of the risk of COVID-19 exposure, isolating
a population that had to remain shut-in without a proxy to get food for them. The question
became how do we, as the primary source of food assistance to the community, do our part
to get food into the hands of older adults?
TAFB collaborated and formed many new and significant
partnerships during the pandemic. One that we are
especially proud of is an innovative alliance with
hunger-ending partners like Meals on Wheels and
Catholic Charities of Fort Worth to offer delivery
to homebound individuals and families. By
combining our fresh produce and staple goods
with Meals on Wheels’ ready-to-eat meals
and Catholic Charities’ ability to go the last
mile to deliver meals directly to homes, we
reached populations that had previously
been underserved and overlooked.
The pandemic brought to light how easy it
is to slide into food insecurity. As we emerge
from this pandemic and focus on recovery
rather than rapid response, continuing to
build new relationships while maintaining
those newly created is critical to ensure
no one goes hungry in our community.
» CONTINUE
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Meet Our
NEWEST
CEOS

Cathy
Kanefsky
FOOD BANK OF
DELAWARE
NEWARK AND MILFORD, DE

“I started to feel like I wasn’t making a
difference where I was and began to quietly
search for my next (and hopefully last!)
career move. I needed to honor my purpose.
A good friend serves on the board of the food
bank, and she reached out to let me know
they were searching for their next CEO. In
all honesty, I wasn’t sure it would be a fit. I
called a friend who knows me well and knows
the organization well. He asked me what my
hesitation was, and I said, ‘I’ve never been
food insecure.’ His response is why I’m here.
He said, ‘Take away the word food from food
insecurity. You tell me the day you knew what
tomorrow would bring.’ That did it for me.”

WHAT
BROUGHT
YOU TO YOUR
ROLE IN THE
NETWORK?

Read more about Cathy.

Molly Nicol
REGIONAL FOOD BANK OF
NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK
LATHAM, NY

“I have been serving on the
Board of the Regional Food Bank
of Northeastern New York for the
past six years. I have always had a commitment
to and compassion for those less fortunate and
feel it is my obligation to assist wherever I can.
During the pandemic, I assisted the food bank with
philanthropy—helping to raise $10 million over
a ‘normal’ year. I also stepped in as their Interim
Director of the satellite location in the Lower Hudson
Valley for five months. These experiences deepened
my understanding and love for the food bank mission
and employees. I applied for the CEO position
when Mark Quandt announced his retirement.
I am honored to serve as only the second leader
in 38 years!”

Amy Marvin
HAWAII FOOD BANK
HONOLULU, HAWAII

“I was inspired to find a way to have
my day job have more of a direct
impact on people in our community.
I’m very grateful to be in this role
and hope I can contribute my
knowledge of nonprofit work outside
of the HHS sector to the network.”
Read more about Amy.

Read more about Molly.

MEET THE NEW CEOS YOU MAY HAVE
MISSED! CHECK OUT THE LIST HERE.
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Additional
STORIES

Deep East Texas Resource
Center Opens to Provide
Services in Lufkin

Collaboration and Partnership
with Food Distribution
and Resource Fair

EAST TEXAS FOOD BANK

WEST OHIO FOOD BANK

TYLER, TX

LIMA, OH

Vanilla Feeds
Tomorrow
SECOND HARVEST
FOOD BANK OF
EAST TENNESSEE
MARYVILLE, TN

New Community Center
for Engagement
LONG ISLAND CARES
HAUPPAUGE, NY
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“We are better together,
and together our actions
will make change.”

Stay
Engaged

Kathryn Strickland, CNO
Feeding America

Continue
YOUR
JOURNEY

Share
YOUR
STORY

Help
US
IMPROVE

KEEP THE
CONVERSATION GOING

SUBMIT AN ARTICLE
FOR NEXT EDITION

SUBMIT NEWSLETTER
FEEDBACK

Keep the conversation
going on Yammer.
Join a Yammer group
to connect with your
peers, post questions
and share resources.

We encourage you to
submit a story for the
next Seasonal Dish.
The theme for our next
edition is Innovation
on Wheels—new or
innovative ways food
banks are using
going vehicles
mobile
to serve communities.
The deadline for
submission is Monday,
Thursday,
Oct. 21,
Nov.
1, 2021.
2021.

Help us improve
Seasonal Dish by
rating and reviewing
this edition via our
Newsletter Feedback
Form. For any other
questions, reach out to
us at communication@
feedingamerica.org.

In case you missed it
CHECK OUT THE SUMMER EDITION
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